
Vase with modelled face
Instructions No. 2757

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 3 Hours

With this idea, you can give a vase that seems old-fashioned at first glance a completely new and, above
all, modern look. Model your vase individually with a face and decorate it with dried flowers, for example.

First, paint the glass ampoule with gesso. This helps to roughen the surface so that the modelling clay will hold better in the
next step.

Next, knead the modelling clay well and then wrap it around the glass ampoule. The mass can gradually be modelled in
pieces onto the glass. The mass should not be too thick and the modelling mass pieces must be well joined together. When
the modelling mass has been well joined together and everything has been pressed down well, you can smooth the modelled
surface as well as possible with a little water. 

Then model the face. Join the edges well with the base. Here, use the modelling tools and water to bring everything nicely
into shape. After the drying time, sand the surface (not a must, if needed) and apply painting base.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

766135 VBS Glass traffic light 1

11037 Concrete modeling clay, gray500 g 1

10908 Casting compounds Painting primer, colourless100 ml 1

843362 VBS Gesso 1

110457 VBS Modelling sticks 1

14736 Silicone modelling brush set, 3 pieces 1

517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1

VBS Glass traffic light

3,85 CHF
6,85 CHF

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-glass-traffic-light-a108447/
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